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Abstract
In this article, we will share some of our most recent findings concerning the use of stablecoins
for purchasing goods and services. If you are not quite sure how stablecoins work, don’t panic,
we will first briefly explain what stablecoins exactly are and how they work. We will then explain
the main issues related to the use of stablecoins for shopping and the differences between
shopping with Bitcoin (and other cryptocurrencies). Lastly, we will describe some solutions that
we have adopted to improve the shopping experience with stablecoins, also sharing some of our
data on the potential for such solutions. Although this article is a stand-alone document, the
readers are highly encouraged to read the consumer report published by CryptoRefills in May
2021 [1] to get a better understanding of crypto-shopping aspects in the crypto world as well as
the choices and behaviors of crypto-shoppers.
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What are stablecoins, and how do they work
It is out of scope of this article to provide a detailed description of stablecoins and details of their
financial and technical mechanics. Keeping things simple, stablecoins are a special class of crypto
assets where the price is designated to be pegged to the value of a fiat currency (or another asset),
such as the US Dollar or Euro. This means, unlike most cryptocurrencies whose USD or Euro
prices change in relation to the market conditions (i.e., demand and supply), stablecoins “tend”
(at least “should”) not vary when the market goes up or down.
As of today, the top five major stablecoins in terms of their market capitalization are USDT,
USDC, BUSD, and DAI, in the given order. Their evolution for the past year is shown in the chart
below, as of the first day of each month [2].

Figure 1. Total market capitalization of selected stablecoins, November 17th 2021

The major stablecoins were born as ERC20 tokens on the Ethereum network. Then, following
some innovations in the blockchain space, other equivalent stablecoins were made available to
be transacted on other blockchains. Today, it is possible to transact stablecoins on many major
blockchains and scalability solutions, such as Binance Smart Chain, Tron, Avalanche, Solana,
Matic/Polygon, Fantom, Optimism, and many others. Furthermore, it is also possible to bridge
stablecoins between these networks using specific smart contracts and DeFi or exchange services.
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Understanding stablecoin transaction costs and speed
There is usually a cost for transferring cryptocurrencies between wallets (so as users). This cost,
or let’s say fee, is to reward the miners (or the nodes) for ensuring the transaction is made correct
and for maintaining the integrity of the ledger. Furthermore, if the transacted token is not the
native token of the preferred blockchain, the fee is even higher because of the use of the smart
contract related to such token. For example, transacting ETH over the Ethereum network is
cheaper than transacting USDT or DAI over the same network.
As mentioned earlier, it is possible to transfer stablecoins across different compatible blockchains
(e.g., Binance Smart Chain or Tron) or across Ethereum layer-2 networks or sidechains (e.g.,
Polygon, OMG, Arbitrum). As the adoption of alternative blockchains and scalability networks
increases, the liquidity of stablecoins finds its way into these alternative networks. Some of these
today hold even billions of US dollars’ worth of stablecoin liquidity. Just as an example, Table 1
shows the fully diluted market cap (also means liquidity for stables) of some of the favorite
stablecoins (and Ether) merely on each of the given major networks [3]–[26]. Note that some
networks include both ETH and its wrapped version WETH, which are aggregated in the table,
where ‘b’ stands for billions.

Table 1. The market capitalization of selected currencies within different blockchain networks. November 17th 2021

*WETH Only, ETH not available

One of the main reasons for stablecoins being transacted across different networks is related to
the varying costs. Specifically, the fees and the speed of transferring ERC20 tokens, thus
stablecoins, will differ substantially depending on the network chosen. These differences are due
to numerous reasons, including the technology being used, security of the systems, level of
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decentralization, the congestion of the blockchain network (Mempool), the current price of the
native blockchain token, the basic blockchain mechanics, and governance as well as the
rewarding and incentive structures for miners.
Usually, transaction fees are also strictly related to the amount of Gas (or other means of) fees
offered to reward the miners for processing the pending transactions. This is especially true for
the Ethereum Network (and simile), where the fees set by the user determine the priority of the
transaction in the Mempool queue. Therefore, generally speaking, the higher the fees, the faster
the transaction.

Why use stablecoins for crypto-shopping
Between January and August 2021, Bitcoin was recorded as low as $29,374 and as high as $63,503.
This means that if, as a consumer, you wanted to purchase a pair of shoes worth 100 USD on
Zalando with Bitcoin, you would have paid 0.0034 Bitcoin on 01/01/2021 but 0.00157 on
04/13/2021. Furthermore, such price changes of Bitcoin can be very sudden, with single-digit
appreciations or depreciations against USD, happening in hours if not minutes.
It is logical to assume that by shopping with stablecoins, users have different advantages,
including but not limited to:
1.

It is easier to understand how much they are paying for a certain good or service in
relation to its fiat value.

2.

There will not be sudden changes to the price.

3.

To the extent the stablecoin was no longer considered an active investment, it can be
used without the regret of future gains.

Issues regarding shopping with stablecoins
When used for shopping, stablecoins clearly provide some advantages when compared to other
–more volatile – cryptocurrencies. This is also corroborated by some findings from our prime
research on crypto-shopper behaviors. In fact, as shown in the chart below, the third-most
important reason for not using cryptocurrency for purchasing goods and services is their
exchange volatility. 41% of cryptos-hoppers agree with the following statement: “if crypto prices
rise, I’ll lose money”. Moreover, 34% of crypto-shoppers agree with the following: “crypto is a
means for investment, not shopping”.
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It is interesting to understand that to what degree the advantages described above will influence
the crypto-shoppers’ choice of favoring stablecoins instead of other volatile cryptos. And if and
how many other factors are hindering the uptake of stablecoin shopping.
According to our consumer research [1], Bitcoin is still the most preferred cryptocurrency for
shopping in 2021, followed by Ether (ETH) and Litecoin (LTC). Stable coins come only after.

Figure 2. The most popular cryptocurrencies per current ownership in 2021

The preference for Bitcoin, Litecoin and Ethereum, was also confirmed by our transactions data,
where about 70% of payments appear to be done via these three currencies.
Interestingly, stablecoins, despite their huge aggregate liquidity, wide adoption in DeFi, and
their intrinsic volatility mitigation features, only rank the 5th in terms of preference for shopping
purposes (with less than 20% of users expressing a preference for using stablecoins to pay for
goods and services in late 2020). We assume this is, to a great extent, due to the costs related to
transacting such tokens over the Ethereum network. Because the wish – or the future intention –
to be able to use them in shopping reaches as high as 50%, per to the report [1]. As we mentioned
previously, alternative blockchains and scalability solutions are available and have, in fact,
gained great popularity by the time, especially in DeFi and Dapps – including games.
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In the table below, we provide an overview of the minimum, maximum, and the median cost of
transferring ERC20 stablecoin tokens (thus, the major stablecoins) during 2021/H1 within the top
blockchains [27], [28].

Table 2. Comparison of transaction costs of ETH and ERC20 stablecoins on the busiest and the least busy days.

When it comes to shopping, transaction fees can be a huge issue, and this is because they are
totally unrelated to the amount being transacted. In fact, the lower the amount being transacted,
the more unreasonable it becomes to pay higher fees. While it may be reasonable to spend 30
USD worth of fees if using stablecoins to buy a 30,000 USD vehicle (0.1% cost), it makes no sense
to pay such fees for 10 USD mobile credit top-up (300% cost).
Not only, as we said earlier, the fees paid, especially concerning the Ethereum network, will
affect the priority of the transaction within the Mempool. So that users not paying with the
highest fees may have to wait several minutes for the transaction to be completed and may also
see the transaction rejected if the fees were too low. Therefore, the choice of the currency,
blockchain fees will also greatly affect the general shopping experience in relation to the costs
and time required to complete the transactions.

Layer-2 blockchains and scalability networks for stablecoin shopping
The possibility of transacting stablecoins over alternative blockchains and Ethereum Layer-2
networks solves two extremely important issues: transaction speed and associated costs. The
table shows the expected value of how much one would pay for a simple transaction per
currency per network as of Nov 11, 2021 [3]–[7], [9]–[18], [29].
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Table 3. Transaction costs of selected currencies on different blockchain networks.

* WETH Only, no ETH available

As we can see in the table above, where we compare different blockchain technologies that
support stablecoin transactions, it is possible to greatly reduce the fees paid by shoppers by
adopting alternative blockchains that support stablecoins. Furthermore, besides being cheaper,
some of these solutions are also much faster as they can process many more transactions per
second than the Ethereum Network.

Conclusions
As alternative blockchains have become widely popular for DeFi and Dapps, we believe that
they will become increasingly promising for crypto-shopping as well and will especially drive
the adoption of stablecoins for shopping. Currently, DeFi technology and Dapps, due to their
complexity, target specific (i.e., niche) demographics and are still far from mass adoption, even
in terms of the general crypto segment. Therefore, user experience, user-friendliness, and
educating the users are still key to drive adoption. Even more obviously, the availability of stores
(like CryptoRefills) that offer stablecoin payment options over Polygon, Avalanche, and Fantom
is likely still the biggest driver to the rise of “stablecoin-shoppers”. This said, just as El Salvador’s
approval of Bitcoin as a legal tender triggered the demand for Lightning Network, market and
other external factors may suddenly increase both demand and offer of stablecoin payments.
Unlike Bitcoin that sees Lightning Network as its only consumer scalability solution, in the case
of stablecoins, fragmentation is still big among currencies and technologies. In this regard, it is
likely that the networks that will see the highest growth are those that have the best combination
of higher liquidity, lower transactions costs, and faster transaction rates.
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About CryptoRefills
CryptoRefills, incorporated as Big Dream Ventures BV, is a fast-growing fintech company headquartered in
Amsterdam. CryptoRefills (www.cryptorefills.com) today is one of the world’s leading cryptocommerce
platforms and brands, offering users in over 235 countries and territories the possibility to use their Bitcoin
and crypto to make everyday purchases. With CryptoRefills, users use various cryptocurrencies to top up
their phone credits across 600 Mobile Operators, pay their utility bills, subscribe to their favorite
entertainment services, make purchases from top e-commerce brands and even shop at retail stores. As
the first company in the world to launch Ethereum layer-2 payments for e-commerce (via Polygon Matic)
and to create a direct bridge between DeFi and real-world goods and services (via Avalanche), CryptoRefills
is leading innovation in applied decentralized payments and developing new technologies for the gift card
industry.

Disclaimer
This publication contains general information only and Big Dream Ventures BV (the company that operates
and owns CryptoRefills) is not, by means of this publication, rendering accounting, business, financial,
investment, legal, tax, or other professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such
professional advice or services, nor should it be used as a basis for any decision or action that may affect
your business. Big Dream Ventures BV cannot guarantee the accuracy of the data included in this study.
Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect you or your business, you should consult a
qualified professional advisor. Big Dream Ventures BV and the authors of this publication shall not be
responsible for any loss sustained by any person or organization who relies on this publication. The
information and views set out in this publication are those of the authors only. Sponsors, Research Partners
and other Third Parties or companies mentioned in this publication have no say in the findings of this study
and as such this research does not in any way necessarily reflect their point of view. All product and company
names, as well as their logos and other graphical features, are properties, trademarks™ or registered®
trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by
them.
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